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New A.S. budget already under fire
By Jena Torres
DAII
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Only a week into its approval,
Associated Students President Leo
Davila’s proposed budget is
already being met with criticism
by student organizations and A.S.
members.
The budget, approved April 18

by the Finance Committee, was
affirmed Wednesday by the Board
of Directors.
Sam Casas, director of legislative affairs, and Julie Rieken, who
was elected controller for next
year, are particularly opposed to
the new budget.
Besides Casas and Rieken,
three students voiced concerns at

the meeting about budget cuts for
various organizations.
Casas said his primary concerns
are with the interpretation of Measure M, approved by students in
1998, issues surrounding the proposed computer lab and the
decrease in stipends allotted to the
A.S. president, vice president and
controller.

Measure M requires that "a
minimum of 10 percent of the Associated Student’s Operating Budget
be dedicated each fiscal year to
Student Organization Activities in
order to maintain their current
level of funding."
The operating budget, according
to Davila, is based on the activity
fee portion of the A.S. fees.

Currently, the $18 activity fee of
1998 is used to calculate the budget instead of the $38 activity fee
that students pay today.
"If they were doing Measure M
properly, as it is legally worded, we
wouldn’t have run out of money
this year," Rieken said.
Lucy Moran, a graduate student
involved with the Chicano Com-

mencement Committee, was upset
at the meeting because funding for
her organization was cut from
$3,000 to $1,500, she said.
"It’s upsetting," Moran said.
"This is Silicon Valley. The cost of
living is so high. The sad part is
we’re missing out. We’re out hus-

see BUDGET, Page 8

Pulitzer
winner
to speak
By Karen Kabiling
I),

,
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In her poem "Fearful Women," Carolyn Kizer, a
visiting writer to San Jose State University’s
English department, speaks of feminism:
"An educated woman is a danger. / Lock up
your mate! Keep a submissive stranger / like
Darby’s Joan, content with church and Kinder, /
not like that sainted Joan, burnt to a cinder. /
Whether we wield a scepter or a mop / It’s clear
you fear that we may get on top."
Kizer was a feminist activist and one of the
first to write about women’s issues - her writing
won her a Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 1985.
A reading with Kizer and National Book
Award Winner Adrienne Rich is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
’If there were a Mount Rushmore for American
poetry, these two women’s faces would be carved
in rock," said Beth Astandig, coordinator of the
event.
Admission is free and a book signing will follow the event.
The event, "A Conversation about Carolyn
See

KIZER. Page 8

Writer talks
about trips,
packs house
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31st Earth Day celebrated on SJSU campus
By Donnis Manglinong
svi, m n.
Dmis
Environmentalist organizations
gathered in the Seventh and Ninth
street plazas Wednesday: to pmmote
and address issues affecting the
planet on Earth Day
The event, to celebrate the 31st
Earth Day, tackled major issues
including recycling goods, conserving
the environment and ways to save
natural resources. Students from the
envimnmental resource center rtiordinated the event.
Doug Colbeck. a park ranger for
the city of San Jose. and other park
rangers set up their display of how
water is reused through drainage
systems. The Water Awareness Program involves park officials teaching
school children how to conserve
water in homes and the environment.
"The comniunity needs to know
more about its city parks and how to

By Vivian Bejarin
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Binh Danh, a senior art major, made sure he
wasn’t late to the talk with featured Vietnamese
American writer, Andrew X. Pham. at noon in the
Music building Concert Hall on Wednesday.
As part of Asian/Pacific American Heritage
Month at San Jose State University, Danh and 250
other people showed up to listen to the nationally
known writer share his thoughts about his first
book, titled "Catfish and Mandala: A Two-Wheeled
Voyage Through the Landscape and Memory of
Vietnam."
Pham said the book won awards, including the
Kiriyama Pacific Rim Literary Prize in 1999 and
New York Times Book of the Year in 1999.
His passion for writing, Pham said, came as a
result of his older sister’s suicide.
He said his sister, who was a transsexual. took
her own life because of her inner struggles and the
See
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preserve them." Colbeck said. "Urban
creeks shouldn’t be used as dunips.
People need to enjoy the parks but
preserve them as well."
He also said that to preserve city
parks, people should do certain
things, such as not walking off trails
to prevent erosion. leaving vegetation
alone and preventing litter.
Rod Diridon, executive director for
the city’s transit system. was thr
guest speaker. Diridon addressed
several environmental issues. such
as the greenhouse effect and increasing public use of mass transportation
systems. Diridon cited statistics to
support his viewpoints.
"The United States is only about
2.5 percent of the world’s population,
but produces about 22 percent of the
world’s greenhouse pollution." he
said. "Everyone should be using our
public transportation system, and
See

EARTH DAY. Page 8
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Teach -in talks conflict
By Emily B. Zurich
I)%11

/huh slap

Top, Mark Tranzen sings in protest of urbanization with the band Nullset
at the Student Union Amphitheater during the Earth Day festivities.
Above, a fire-breathing dragon named "Claude" was outside the Student Union on Ninth Street as part of the Earth Day festivities Wednesday.
The dragon was made by welder Gabe Zanotto out of leftover farm equipment and took 23 years to build.

SI 111 HAWK

Barbara Lubin was arrested
Tuesday night on the UC Berkeley
campus for protesting in favor of
Palestinians and shutting down an
auditorium.
"We closed it down," Lubin said
Wednesday at San Jose State University. "We chained the doors. I see
it as just the start of mass arrests
on this issue."
Lubin discussed with students
the conflict between Israelis and
StuPalestinians at the
dents Association’s "Teach-ln"

Campus media honored

Wednesday afternoon in the
Costanoan room of the Student
Union.
Faten Hijazi, the vice president
of the association, said she hoped
see

Ripisti
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Three of the media outlets ol
San Jose State University Access Magazine, the Spartan
Daily and Update News - participated in the 52nd annual California Intercollegiate Press ASSOciation’s competition
in San
Diego on April 20 and April 21.
The Spartan Daily took home
21 awards, four of which won in
on-site competitions.
David Bitton, Kellie Chittenden, Monica L. Ewing, Tsutomu
Fujita. Marcus R. Fuller, Erin

LUBIN. Page 8

Barbara Lubin, executive director of the Middle East Children’s
Alliance in Berkeley, speaks to a
group of students at a Muslim Student Associabon meeting in the Student Union. Lubin spoke Wednesday about the continued violence
between Israel and Palestine.
David Salim

Mayes. Mike Osegueda. Don
Perez. Chris Preavolos. David
Royal. Ishii Santos. Sebastian
Widmann and Aaron Williams
took home individual awards.
while the staff was awarded the
rest.
ACCCSK Magazine’s Deborah
Hudson and the magazine’s stafl
took home five awards and the
sweepstakes for most awards
overall in the magazine category.
Update News, SJSU’s broadcast program, took home 15
See CIPA, Page 8
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Tripling up in dorms
is an atrocity at SJSU
Imagme waking up one morning and findan
old
i ng yourself lying on
mattress,smaller than the bed frame, and
above you and next to you are two unknown
beings.
You get up from your slumber and take
two steps forward, and you’re already on the
other side of this 10-by-15-foot brick cell. You
open the door and find you are not alone.
This prison I mean, dormitory building
is full of people sharing a prison cell.
This nightmare will be true next fall. San
Jose State University housing is sentencing
students who live on campus or in Spartan
Village to triple up as roommates.
The rooms, which are already too small for
two people, will now house three. Some students are already struggling with this incarceration and complain about the lack of privacy and say the spacing is not conducive to
learning.
The rent in San Jose is already too high.
But how does the university expect to get
away with this forcing students into
cramped, ghetto-like facilities? Increasing
rent and occupants each year with no residential improvement is atrocious.
Conditions in Spartan Village, which
include roaches and dirty water, remind me
of the housing projects in my old neighborhood.
Even prisons have cleaner water and nicer
facilities.
Carlos Koustas
junior
radio, television and film

These are my ramblings: The ramblings of a guy who had a recent
four-day span with only 16 hours
of sleep. The ramblings of a guy who
can say he almost died, was stuck in an
elevator and was one of 13 people
all in a single
crammed in one van
weekend. The ramblings of a guy who
has had an almost continuous headache
for a week.
And all of that is probably why I
can’t focus on one single topic this week
... instead, I11 ramble.
HERE’S YOUR SIGN...
I decided to have a heart-to-heart
with Stan Roberts. He’s that guy who
was walking around campus looking
oddly like a scarecrow. It was quite
funny, actually. He had a long sign
sticking out of the neck of his shirt, and
his arm was reaching out trying to pass
off his "newspaper" to students around
aunpus.
He told the Daily on Monday that his
publication, "People’s Ideas," objects to
professions such as journalism.
"No one writes as good as I do," the
plumber said.
Call me anal, but I had to take issue
with that statement. Speaking properly
and telling him he should have said
"well," wasn’t what I was aiming for,
though.
"I write more gooder than you,’’ I told

service announcement courtesy of ...
umm ... me.
Earlier in the semester I got angry
about someone wearing a red SJSU
sweatshirt when the basketball team
was playing Fresno State, which, of
course, goes with the color red like construction goes with our campus.
Anyhoo, the point is, I still see people
walking around wearing these travesties.
Stop.

MIKE
OSEGUEDA

him with a smirk.
Apparently, he didn’t find me funny,
as he told me about how I only write to
please those in control and further their
ideas.
I told him that I write whatever the
hell I want, not wanting to please anyone in particular. He insisted that my
only purpose was to sell newspapers to
those in control.
I don’t know, but I’m pretty sure
some of the people at Associated Students might not agree with that. I’ve
never heard about our A.S. president
being particularly happy with anything
I write.
Oh well, no hard feelings toward
Roberts. In fact, I invite him back. After
all, the bathroom in the journalism
building could use some fixin’.

A.S.-ED OUT...
Speaking of my pals at A.S., I almost
cried a few weelo back when I learned
I wouldn’t be honored with an A.S. 55
award.
Two former Daily executive editors
were given one this year. Last year,
another two former executive editors
were also recognized.
But me? I get no love. I feel wronged.
I feel violated.
It was the saddest moment of my life
since the Spartan Party got its behind
kicked during last month’s A.S. elections.
I really can’t put my finger on why
this happened. Especially after all the
positive stuff I write about A.S. every
week.

RED IN THE FACE...
I interrupt this column for a public

THE M-OZ DEBATE...
It appears not everyone understood

Everything in this world has its own purpose as to why it is invented. Inventors
would not invent something that would
create chaos in one’s life.
In the article written by J.E. Espino, pubballed April 18, Espino wrote about the proper
usage of cell phones. Besides using a cell phone
while driving, there are many causes why accident rates have gone up.
People should be responsible for their actions.
They should know when and how to use cell
phones properly.
Out of 10 people, I bet nine have cell phones.
Cell phones are used to look up directions if lost
in a city. They are also used to make and cancel
appointments for thoee who are busy people,
and finally, they are useful and cheap compared
with regular phones.
I had my first cell phone a year ago, and it
was very convenient for me, especially because I
am always out of tovm.
People are gifted intellectually and should
think of the proper way to use things and not to
abuse the usefulness of cell phones.
Anamae Ciocon
sophomore
business administration

Peer voices are best
for alcohol solution
Ihave mixed feelings in response to the editorial titled "SJSU a perfect place to learn
lessons in alcohol education," published in
the Spartan Daily on April 10.
I believe the best way to prevent alcohol problems and accidents is through education.
It is great that SJSU is taking part in trying
to reduce alcohol problems, but I feel they are
taking the wrong approach by holding lectures
and seminars.
The problem is that most people know about
alcohol by the time they get to college. They
know the effects and consequences of drinking
alcohol by the time they get to college. And they
are to the point where they are going to do it
anyway
People, especially college students, get sick of
being lectured and told what to do. I feel the best
influence on a student is his or her friends. They
are the people a person our age is most prone to
listen and respond to.
A more effective approach would be to promote a program that leans toward "friends don’t
let friends drink and drive."
Jennifer Olewinski
freahman
business finance

Death should not be only reason to live life
n Minal Gandhi’s column,"Death gives us
reasons to live life to the fullest," published April 16, the author claims that her
grandmother’s hospitalization was an
"enlightening" lesson on viewing life.
And yet, her piece drowning in complaints
shows otherwise.
Clearly, she needs a few more life lessons,
and I will gladly share them.
Number one: Nature created aging for you
to keep track of your life, not to "send shivers
down your spine."
As you age, you gain experience under
your belt and a greater appreciation and
understanding toward life.
Number two: Hospitals are a heaven-sent
privilege, not a curse.
Along with healing grandparents, hospitals witness the miracle of life on a daily
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Instead of crying a river, you should be
grateful that your grandmother is laying in a
cozy bed rather than in the ground.
Number three: If you need a loved one to
die before you can find "reasons to live life to
the fullest," you have bigger problems than
hospitals.
Life must be enjoyed on a daily basis surrounded by those who love you, being
involved in things you’re passionate about.
There is no stronger reason to live meaningfully than owing it to youraelf

Stephanie Li
freshman
business management

One Washington Square. San Jose. CA 9’3192-0149
(488) 924-3280 E-mail: SDAI I v(a jmc.sjsu.edu
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last week’s column about the namechange thing.
I come to this conclusion after a few
comments and a letter I received. Well,
for those who don’t quite understand
the point, I have one word that may
clear the air.
I’ll give you a clue, it starts with an
"S" and rhymes with "arcasm."
For those still concerned with the
way to pronounce it, it’s not Moz. I’ll
break it down phonetically: Em-Oz.
That, along with the good vs. well
thing, is your English lesson for the day,
kids.
WRECK-CREATION...
Interesting sighting the other day’: a
guy walking into the Industrial Studies
building wearing a black T-shirt that
read, "Got Rec?"
The whole recreation center debacle
ended about a month ago with students
swatting the idea away like a Shaquille
O’Neal blocked shot.
Why someone is still wearing this
shirt is beyond me.
I do, however, have a better question:
"Got Calendar?"

Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Executive Editor
"Oz-mosis" appears Thursdays.

A world full of good
people being bad
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Cell phones require
use of common sense
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pinned onto
Isaw a button
someone’s backpack the other
day.
It said, "I’m not as innocent as I
look."
The girl who sported the yellow
pin looked neither innocent nor
corrupted. She was dressed modestly in the typical coed attire: Tshirt, shorts, sandals.
But what the blonde’s appearance didn’t say about her, she
apparently was trying to make up
for with the button, announcing to
the world that there was more to
her than meets the eye.
She didn’t dress like a slut or
flaunt an arrogant, I-couldn’tcare-less attitude, but the pin said
that she at least wanted people to
think that the possibility existed.
One of my cousins lives in
Reno, Nev.
The license plate on her Saturn, in which she cruises around
the biggest little city in the world,
reads "DNTCARE."
She’s a schoolteacher who cares
about her students, her friends
and her family.
Yet, my cousin is determined to
advertise a tough exterior to cover
up that she is in fact a schoolteacher with a heart.
My younger brother has stickers slapped on the bumper of his
muscle car that state, "Lost your
cat? Try looking under my tires"
and "Gun control means using
both hands."
Although my brother doesn’t
like c.ats, he would never deliberately run over a stray feline. And
the only guns he owns are rifles
that he takes out of a locked case
to hunt deer once every couple of
years.
My brother, one of the sweetest
guys you’d ever meet, wants people to think he’s meaner than he
i8, and it works.
Not long ago, after reading his
bumper, a little gray-haired lady
flipped off my brother while he
stared, laughing in disbelief at his
rearview mirror.
The blonde, my cousin and my
brother are perfect examples of
how the world is determined to
either lose its innocence or at least
appear to be a rebel.
Nothing is more deadly to the
career of a movie star than to be
seen as the innocent girl next door.
It’s much more lucrative and
appealing to the general public to
be perceived as a vampy bad girl.
And you never see a male
kindergarten teacher, nurse or
social worker as the hero in any
flick.

Actresses such as Sarah
Michelle Gellar, Elizabeth Hurley
and Drew Barrymore chose to
shed their good-girl image that
television shows and movies like
"Huffy," "Austin Powers" and "The
Wedding Singer", gave them.
Embracing roles in movies such
as "Cruel IntentiOne_"_Bedanled"
and "Poison Ivy" increased tlieir
box-office marketability.
Even Julia Roberts has tra s
formed from her sweet-girl
rsena she acquired in movies s h
as "Notting Hilr and "Pre ty
Woman" to a bitch-on-wheels in
"Erin Brockovich" and "The M i
can.
Her role in "Brockovich"
Julia her first Academy Aw d
proving that nice girls don’t
first.
Hollywood perpetuates
ubiquitous myth t.hat only
people are interesting.
It baffles me when decent
ple go out of their way to be d
people.
And some people are w
dichotomies they’re good
le
who work tirelessly to prove to e
world they aren’t.
Why do we try to be evil? What
is so seductive about being
wicked?
Why isn’t it cool to be good?
I guess if we had the answer to
those questions, we might be able
to prove scientifically the mysteries of the universe, such as where
we all came from.
One thing I do know is that this
world would not function if every
person were as bad as they try to
seem.
There would be no one to volunteer at soup kitchens, no one to
take care of the sick, no one to help
the helpless.
No one to make to the world gn
’round.
I long for the day when I see a
button that says, "I’m not as
Unmoral as I look."
Monica L. Ewing is a Spartan
Daily Production Editor
"Thz Way It Is"
appears Thursdays.
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Popular book helps support
columnist’s view on death

T

Today
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his letter is in regards to
(p
Minal Gandhi’s column,
ii
"Death gives us reasons
,to live life to the fullest."
. After reading the article, I
felt an overwhelming sense of
iiicontentment. The article was
beautifully written. I think it is
)(great how Gandhi was able to
’ [’turn my once-depressing afternoon into a smiling face.
It’s true people need to see
life in another prospective, and
by reading this article, it helps
make things seem clearer.
I highly suggest reading
"Tuesdays With Morrie" by
,Mitch Albom.

this

hard to see how dark it
It’s
is when you’re blind. I am
writing in response to the
opinion from "Quoth the
Raven," by Emily B. Zurich in
volume 116, number 51.
I understand that this article may be an opinion, but
that’s no excuse for not providing particulars.
The author SayS, "Although,
there were people who thought
he’d be completely useless and
unable to handle any sort of
crisis.
"It seems Bush has proven
most of his critics wrong
or
proven them stupid
two
weeks short of his 100 days in

rtan
.;itor
tys.

trah
urley
to
that
like
The

mch
:led"
heir

Aaiun American Journalists Association
Pizza iught with guest speakers from
Yahoo, KRON, San Jose Mercury News
And more will :attend, 6:30 p.m Panel discussion follows ut 7.15 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, located in the Student Union
For more information, call Clarissa at 380.
2271 ext. 8199.

It is a moving and emotional
book and will also help turn
someone’s once-depressing outlook on life and death 180
degrees.
The book helps support
Gandhi’s point on the prospective on life.
It is refreshing to know that
students at San Jose State University have such a positive
outlook on life.

Mexican American Studies Department
"Brown and Gay Around the Bay," 2
p.m to 3:30 p.m. in the Chicano Library
Research Center, located in Modular A For
more information, call 921.5310
Student Ilealth Center
Over.the.counter, prescription and
herbal drug issues: benefits and precau.
nuns for consumers. noon to 1 p m. in the
Health building, Room 208 For inure information, call Oscar Battle at 924-6117.

Jamie Mancebo
freshman
undeclared

Bush’s 100 days of presidency
were anything but positive

acle
ents
aille

loffice."
Yet, as far as I can see, he
has fulfilled my every expectation.
He has passed less -strict
legislation involving the purity
. of water, which allows for
increased amounts of arsenic.
,
Although I have to admit
., Zurich was correct, some of the
critics where wrong, or at least
the ones who said that because
, of the popularity of Ralph
(i’li Nader, the parties would
di become more ecologically conscious.
..
He has already begun
, imposing his beliefs in the
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office, bring the church closer
to the government.
As for his handling of the
situation in China, all I can say
is, "Does this remind anyone of,
say, a little war against communism?"
Now all we need is a Sen.
Joseph McCarthy. Then we can
re-live our little cold war.
In his first budget proposal,
he plans to cut transportation,
but increase schools by an
equal percent; he also plans on
cutting $35 million in funding
for pediatric training.
However, the most interesting part is that with his budget, his staff passed out copies
of "You Can’t Always Get What
You Want," by the Rolling
Stones, saying that it represented their new economic policy of less government spending and involvement.
Perhaps they should have
said, "You can’t always get
what you need," reflecting the
cuts they will decide to make
which are influenced by their
pocketbooks.

Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling, 3 15 p in to
4.45 p m. in the SJSU Sport Club For
more information, call Shoshanah at 9246118
ajapiritiorg
Entrepreneural spirituality lecture, 7
p.m. at the Ctampus Ministry Chapel,
located at 300 S. 10th St. For more information, call R Wharton at 275.1346.
Society for the Advancement
of Management
Pizza night just for fun, 5:30 p.m. at
Pizza-A.GoGo, located between West San
Carlos Street and South Third Street. For
more information. e-mail Nowassa Disler
at sainsjsuPynhoo com
Peer Health Education Program
Peer health education recruitment in
the Health building, Room 209, For more
information, call Karts at 924.6136.

Student Occupational Therapy
Association ISOTA)
Toys and games drive Toys and games
will be collected and donated to a local
cluirityBoxesarelocaWmtheCeMnil
Classroom building, Room 203

School of Art and Design
Student art galleries. 10 a m to 4 p.m
in the Art and Industrial Studies build.
ings For more information, call John or
Nicole at 924-4330

PreMed Club
Guest speaker from Stanford Univers,
ty, 1,30 p.m in Duncan Hall, Room 345
For more information, call Ennly at 8386229

Prevention Education Program Center
Looking for new student educators, For
more information, visit the Health building, Room 220 or call Tonje Silfrenius at
924.5945.

Jame at 924.5043
Counaeling Services
Gay, lesbian. bisexual and trausgen
dered support group, 11 a ni to noon in
the Administration building, Room 269.
For more information, call Shimming Lin at
924-5899
School of Art and Design
Student art gotten., 10 a in to 4 p.m
the Art and Industrial Studies build
Inge For more information. call John or
Nicole at 924-4330

Saturday
Akbayani Filipino Student
Organization of SJSU
Filipino Cultural Night 2001 IsIgay.
on "Tickets for matinee are $8 prequile
and $10 at the door Gala tickets are $10
pre -sale and $12 at the door Matinee at
noon and gala at 6 p in at the Santa Clara
Convention Center, located near Great
America For more information, call 534.
1140
School of Music and Dance
Company One
Double feature. ’Take
kle Higher." 11 n tn and 7 p.m. in SPX.
Room 219 For more information, call
Janie at 924.5043

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12 10 p
at the Campus
Ministry Chapel, located at 10th and San
Carkie streets. For more information, call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group, 11 a ni in the Montalvo
room, located in the Student Union. For
more information, call Diane Stegmeir at
279-6385

’Tuesday
BA.S.E.
Meeting, 7 p ni to 8 p
in the Engi.
’leering building, Room 248 For more
information, call Dariek Cooper at 924.
7910
Asian Pacific Heritage Month
Ar11,1,111 historical
Place and
sites, noon in the Multicultural Center,
located in the Student Cition For more
information. call Alex Yannito at 924.5751
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group. 11 a m in the Montalvo
room, locat.1 in the Student Union For
more information, call Diane Stegmeir at
279-6385
90.5 FM KSJS
Listen and be caller "x" between 6 p.m
and 8 p.m. to Will tickets to "Stomp" by
saying"’ saw Stomp in the Daily." For
more information, call Ryan Young at 2938658.

Monday
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
The latest body composition testing
It’s quick, easy and painless. Cost is $5 per
student, 8 in to 10 a in in the Central
Classroom building, Room 221 For more
information, call Sherry at 206-7599

Friday
School of Music and Dance
Company One Double feature: "Take
Me Higher," 11 a.m. and 7 pm: in SPX,
Room 219 For more information, call

Asian Pacific Heritage Month
Allysun Tint tango,’ and Dawn
Mabalon, two Filipino scholars, discuss
issues of identity and history with "Filipino American Historical Perspectives
and Piicivkiiis," noon in the Engineering
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SJSU failed to publicize Alcohol Awareness Month
0

1.1-07t

fr

BUCKLE UP

L
Daniel Clark -Lee
freshman
computer science

T’

There s Just Too MIA

LO,P

am writing in response to the
article "SJSU a perfect place to
learn lessons in alcohol education," in the April 10 edition of the
Spartan Daily.
It is very true that many college
students drink. Walking across campus, sitting in class or resting in the
dorms, constant chatter about frat
parties and binge drinking can be
heard all over campus.
College has become synonymous
with higher education, as well as
frat parties and getting drunk.
Tlie vrlituri:t1 in the Daily was the
i’

first time that I heard about Alcohol
Awareness Month at San Jose State
University.

. et
It is already more than halfway
through the month of April, and I
was disappointed when I noticed
that there has not been much promotion for Alcohol Awareness
Month other than the editorial.
It is no wonder why participation
turnouts have been shockingly low.
I agree yen much that it is col

Chiropractic is life -enhancing healthcare
that helps you achieve your bestl

rh
ty
s

cial for people, especially college students, to be informed about alcoholism, its effects, its consequences
and how to deal with it.
Events held by the Prevention
Education Program and Student
Health Center need to be promoted,
because the information they offer
will help to save lives.

Felix Tse
freshman
c.iniputer
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We have been serving the SJSU community for over 15 years
Special student pricing available. We’re located on the Paseo Villa
across from the Post Office between 3rd and 4th Streets Meriti,,r1
this ad and receive a complimentary consultation and evaluation
Drop in or call for an appointment Three doctors to serve \ ,u
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Americans
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Life
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115 Paseo be San Antonio
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"PACKT LIKE SARDINES IN
A CRUSHD TIN BOX..."

F41,1,011S1111’S FOR
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Any academie discipline or professional field. including the Fine and
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building, Room 189 For more information,
call Alex Yamato at 924-5751
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Sialus as a "New American"

RADIOHEAD
AMNESIAC

Illolder of a Green Card
Naturalized Citizen
I

THE NEW ALBUM
400 WENT

11.he
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of Two Naturalized Citizen Parents

STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10019

212.547.6926

FAX

IN STORES 6.5.01
Stmet4M
wwv.rediohead.com
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Good things come in pairs
SJSU softball team sweeps
doubleheader against Broncos
B., George Moore
STAFF WRITFR

On a balmy Tuesday in the
late afternoon, the Spartan
softball team traveled across
town to Marsalli Park to face
the Santa Clara Broncos and
won both games of a doubleliezider. 1-0 and 5-1.

- Gina Saldana,
Spartan designated hitter

Tuesday’s Scores
camel_

Santa Clara

0

Spartans
Semi

Santa Clara
Spartans

5

Friday- SJSU at Fresno State

"I’ve been
struggling, but I
was glad to come
through today."

p.m.

Four of the six RBIs by the
San Jose State University team
belonged to Gina Saldana.
Clutch pitching in crucial situations by both Candice Akin and
Sabrina Quintero was overshadowed by the heroics of Saldana.
In Game One, with two outs,
a runner on third and the score
locked at 0-0 in the top of the
seventh, Saldana traded warm
pine for aluminum.
Her pinch-hit single up the
middle scored the only run of
the game.
In Game Two, Saldana hit a
two-run single and RBI triple
providing some insurance.
She said it was the first time
in a while that she has felt comfortable at the plate.
"I’ve been struggling, but I
was glad to come through
today," Saldana said.
The Spartans managed six
hits in Game One against Bronco pitcher Mani Barry but they
had trouble scoring runs.
Akin gave up only two hits in
her complete game, but she got
herself into trouble early in the
first inning.
Bronco center fielder Sydney
Wiginton led off with a walk
and was sacrificed to second
base.
After a single from shortstop
Tracie Hall, the Broncos had
runners on the corners with

Akin got out of the inning by
striking out the Bronco’s No. 4
batter, designated hitter Deanna Rodriguez, and getting the
next batter to fly out to second
base.
Akin got into trouble again
in the fourth, when a Bronco
single and two sacrifices left a
runner on third base.
But Akin, known for getting
batters to hit ground balls,
fielded the third out herself
"If my drop is working, which
it was today, I usually get
through the innings pretty
well," Akin said.
The Spartans’ half of the seventh inning began with a double to the left center field gap
from third baseman Veronica
Ramos.
Dianna Lilly, who pinch-ran
for Ramos, was sacrificed to
third on a pop fly to right by
outfielder Jackie Jimenez.
Designated hitter Kirsten
Foster hit a grounder to shortstop, but Lilly was hela on third
while Foster was thrown out at
first for the second out.
Outfielder Heather Sindlinger was due up next, but
she had struck out twice in previous appearances against
Barry, so Saldana was called off
the bench.
Saldana’s pinch-hit gamewinning RBI and a quick inning
by Akin in the bottom of the
seventh ensured the victory.
In Game Two, the sleeping
bats awakened for both teams
as they combined for 17 hits.
Spartan pitcher Sabrina
Quintero gave up eight hits and
walked three batters, but she
managed to make her pitches
count when needed.
In the bottom of the third,

David Raton Daily Staff
Spartan third baseman Veronica Ramos tags out Santa Clara’s Kristi Harrington at third base during the sixth inning of the first
game of a doubleheader
The Spartans won the

at Marsalli Park.

with the game scoreless, two
bloop-singles and a ground
ball that bounced over Ramos’
head loaded the bases with
one out.
But Quintero struck out the
next batter she faced and got
the final batter to pop out to
right field.
The Spartans took the
momentum into the fourth
inning when second baseman
h,my Walter drew a walk and
stole second.
A solid single by Ramos to
right field scored Walter and
gave the Spartans a 1-0 lead.
Lilly pinch-ran for Ramos at
first and moved to second after
Bronco
pitcher Rodriguez
walked Jimenez.
steal, Saldana
double
After a
drove in both runners with a
base hit to center, making the
score 3-0.

two games Tuesday, 1-0 and 5-1.

The Broncos scored their
only run in the bottom of the
fourth after a walk and two
more bloop-singles.
In the sixth inning, after Foster singled to left, Saldana
padded the Spartan lead with a
triple to the left-field fence.
A base hit from first baseman Karlie Reiss scored Saldana for the final run of the
game.
Head coach Dee Dee Enabenter said she was glad to see
some consistency in the Spartans’ play.
"It was nice to get focused
and win back-to-back games, so
hopefully, this is something we
can build on and gain some confidence as we finish the season,"
Enabenter said.
The Spartans are scheduled
to travel to Fresno State for a
doubleheader Friday.

GAME ONE
AB R
NAME (POS)
3 0
Gomes, rf
2 0
Reiss, lb
3 0
Staniorski, c
3 0
Walter, 2b
2 0
Ramos, 3b
0 1
Lilly, pr
3 0
Jimenez, If
3 0
Foster, dh
2 0
Sindlinger, cf
1 0
Saldana, ph
2 0
Eialdndge, ss
24 1
TOTALS
2838HR
S8

H RBI
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
1
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 0
6 1

Gomes(3); Reiss(4); Ramos(4).
none.
- none
Jimenez(7); Baldndge(9)

H R ER SO
1
2 0 0
- 1:30, Attendance - 77

PITCHING
Akin
Time

IP
7

GAME Two
NAME (POS)
AB R
4
Gomes, cf/rf
4
Reiss, lb
4
Staniorski, c
3
waiter, 2b
Ramos, 3b
3
Lilly, pr
0
Jimenez, If
3
3
Foster, rf
0
Sindlinger, pr/c
3
Saldana, dh
3
Baidridge, ss
TOTALS
30 5
28 Saldana (5)
36- none
HR - none.

H RBI
1 0
2 1
2 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 0
0

0

2

3
0
9 5

0

SB - Lilly 2 (7)

PITCHING
Quintero
Time

IP H R
7

8

1

- 1:51, Attendance

ER SO
1
4
- 77

Konerko hits home run in 11th, White Sox defeat A’s 2-1
CHICAGO AP l’aul Konerko hit a solo home run in the
bottom of the llth inning
Wednesday night as the Chicago
White Sox snapped a four-game
losing streak with a 2-1 victory
over the Oakland Athletics
Konerko’s homer, his fourth
of the year, came off former
White Sox reliever Chad Bradford. With the game tied since
the second inning, Bradford (OD was brought in to face Konerko and served up the homer to
left on a 2-2 pitch.
David Wells allowed just one
run and five hits in nine
innings, and Keith Foulke 1-2)
gave up only two walks in two
scoreless innings. Jose Valentin

hit a solo homer in the first
inning.
Terrence Long led off the second with a home run to tie the
game.
As defending AL Central
champions, the White Sox were
expected to be one of the AL’s better teams. But they’ve struggled,
losing eight of 10 games before
Wednesday night.
Though everyone insisted
they weren’t panicking, manager
Jerry Manuel held a rare team
meeting before the game.
"We just tried to put the
emphasis
back
where
it
belonged, and that’s on the field,"
Manuel said. "I just didn’t feel we
were challenging the opposition

Fast, Fresh Healthy
RICE
CHINESE FASTFOOD 8)
Opes Everyday 11 to 9

Over 20 Items to choose from!
1 block from SJSU
Located on the corner ol
Teeth & Wham Street

We Support
SJSU
Athletics

COUPON

more than we were challenging

ourselves. That’s what we need to
get back to, challenging the opposition."
There was no yelling or
screaming, and players said it
was a good meeting.
"Jerry’s good. He’s a pretty
grounded guy," Konerko said
before the game. "He knows how
to get somebody’s fire going without yelling and screaming."
And the White Sox got the
message. Sort of. Wells wag simply stifling, holding the A’s scoreless for the last seven innings
and putting a quick end to any
Oakland threat.
But he didn’t get any support
from his teammates. Oakland

Pancake Breakia- st
at th-e SjS11
-Maw
Phyllis T. Simpkins
’514

gliternationaig-fouse
$4.00 Students
$6.00 Non-Students
$15.00 Family of Four
Sunday, April 29, 2001

FREE

( CHINESE FASTFOOD )
Coupon Valid with
any 3 item combo
plate per c
One
Ph,
customer. Not le be
combined with
any ether otters.
Coupon eepare
in 7 days.

www.yummynce.com

Cory Little retired 12
straight from the second inning
to the sixth, and the White Sox
stranded a total of seven.
Oakland was even worse,
stranding 10. The A’s had runners in scoring positions in the
sixth, seventh and ninth innings,
but couldn’t do anything with
them.
In the sixth, Jason Giambi
walked with two outs and raced
to third on Long’s liner up the
gap. But Wells struck Adam Piatt
out with four pitches to end the
inning.
In the seventh, Wells had runners at first and third with only
one out. But he struck out Mario
Valdez
needing only four
starter

360 S.1 th Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(40g) 924-6570

Waffles & Omelettes
Live Entertainment
Wheelchair Accessible
9:30 am-1:30 pm

again
and Johnny
Damon’s broken -bat hit went
right back to Wells, who snagged
it for the third out.
In the ninth, Tejada singled
and stole second, and Wells
intentionally walked Ramon
Hernandez. But Valdez grounded
out to first, ending yet another
threat.
Notes: Valentin’s homer was
pitches

his fourth ot the season.... Royce
Clayton, acquired in the offseason, continued to struggle. going
0-for-3. He was booed after striking out with a man on second in
the seventh inning. ... The A’s
have faced 13 left-handed pitchers so far, most of any team in
the majors. They’ll see another
one Thursday with Jim Parque
starting for the White Sox.
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Cardinal stops Spartan four-game winning streak
13

Julian .1. Ramos
DAILY STAI4 WRIII-R
PALO ALTO
In the first
meeting of the season between
San Jose State University and
Stanford University on April 3,
it took the Cardinal 10 innings
to come away with a 5-3 win at
Municipal Stadium.
The second time around, the
result wasn’t much different.
Stanford came away with a 43 win in regulation innings at
Sunken Diamond.
"We felt like we had a good
chance," Spartan head coach
Sam Piraro said.

ance had the Spartans won.
"My job as a middle reliever
is to get outs and give the team
a chance," Cook said.
Cook’s pitching did keep the
Spartans in the game, but they
were not able to capitalize.
A trio of relievers, who held
the Spartans to two hits for the
remainder of the game, followed
Cunningham.
"Unfortunately, we were
silenced after that," said second
baseman Gabe Lopez, who was
hitless in four at-bats. "We didn’t get out-competed we were
right there with them."
When the hot sun overhead,
gave way to a cool night, it
seemed to have taken the heat
off the Spartans’ bats, which
had been blistering in a fourgame winning streak.
SJSU scored 14 runs in a win
the previous day against Cal
Poly-San Louis Obispo and rang
up the same total of runs in a
win against the University of
Nevada-Reno on Saturday.
Those bats may warm up in
the Texas heat awaiting them in
a scheduled four-game Western
Athletic Conference series
against Texas Christian University in Fort Worth beginning
Friday.

Tuesday’s Score
Stanford

4

Spartans

3

Friday- MU at TCU 2:30 p.m.

The Spartans (24-17-1) saw
their four-game winning streak
snapped at the hands of the
Pac-10 Conference -leading Cardinal (33-10), which had fallen
from its No. 1 ranking since the
earlier meeting to No. 3 in the
Baseball America poll.
"We want to play national
powerhouses," SJSU infielder
Kevin Frandsen said. "We know
that we can compete against
them."
Spartan pitcher Mike Malott
(2-1), in his first start of the season, gave up consecutive singles
to center fielder Sam Fuld and
second baseman Chris O’Riordan to begin the Cardinal half
of the first inning.
Fuld advanced to third base
on a sacrifice fly by right fielder Carlos Quentin and came
around to score on designated
hitter Jason Cooper’s sacrifice
San Jose State University first baseman John Fagan is thrown
to right field.
Stanford’s major damage at Sunken Diamond. Cardinal first baseman Arik VanZandt completed
against SJSU came in the third
inning, when catcher Ryan Mike Wodnicki (4-1). The Spar- the season to left-center field to
Garko crushed Malott’s 0-1 tans wasted no time in getting cut Stanford’s lead to 4-2.
"Junior’s triple was inches
pitch over the left-center-field runs on the scoreboard against
away from being a home run,"
wall for a three-run home run, Cunningham.
Left fielder Junior Ruiz led Frandsen said. "We could have
increasing Stanford’s lead to 4off the inning with his first had back-to-back-to-back."
O.
The Spartans have not had
With a four-run lead in the triple of the season: a ball that
fourth inning, Stanford head hit the right-center wall, miss- three consecutive home runs
all season. They have had
coach Mark Marquess went to ing a home run by a few feet.
Right fielder Brandon Macchi back-to-back shots twice
his bullpen and brought in Tim
Cunningham to relieve starter smacked his sixth home run of both times a homer came off’

SPARTAN BASEBALL Box

Mark Kocina Daily Stall
out by a step during the Spartans’ game against Stanford on Tuesday
the out with a long stretch.
the bat of designated hitter went to the bullpen, inserting
Zack Zwissig. Tuesday fit the Andy Cook. Cook went on to toss
pattern.
four and two-thirds innings,
On Cunningham’s first pitch allowing two hits, equaling his
to Zwissig, Zwissig homered to career high of five strikeouts
the same location where Mac- and giving up no runs.
chi’s shot had cleared the fence,
"He did an excellent job,"
cutting SJSU’s deficit to one Piraro said. "It’s not easy to stop
a good-hitting club."
run.
Cook said that he would have
Before the Stanford half of
the fourth inning began, Piraro felt better about his perform-

NAME (POS)
AB R H RBI
4 0 0 0
Lopez, 2b
4 0 0 0
Brucker, cf
Ruiz, If
3 1 2 0
Macchi, rf
4 1 1 2
Zwissig, dh
3 1 1 1
Jones, pr
0 0 0 0
Adams, ss
4 0 0 0
Fagan, lb
4 0 0 0
Montarbo, 3b
2 0 0 0
Ferraro, ph
1 0 0 0
Shorsher, c
3 0 1 0
Wood, ph
1 0 0 0
TOTALS
33 3 5 3
28 - none.
38 - Ruiz (1).
HR - Macchi (6); Zwissig (3).
SB - none.
PITCHING IP H R ER SO
Malott (L)
3 6 4 4 0
Cook
4.2 2 0 0 1
Rogeistad
0.1 0 0 0 1
Time - 2:46, Attendance - 1957

Lopez named WAC player of the week Allen scores 27
points, Bucks win
.lulian J. Ramos

1)

\Ft,

The Spartans split the doubleheader by winning the second
game 1-0
their first win
against the Bulldogs in 11 meetings.
"It was a big win for our program," Enabenter said.

WRIIIR

Spartan baseball second baseman Gabe Lopez’s performance
against the University of Nevada-Reno, a three-game Western
Athletic Conference sweep for
San Jose State University, earned
him WAC Player of the Week
honors for April 16-22.
Lopez hit .467 while smacking
seven hits, scori-o; six runs and
driving in three .-ns against the
Wolf Pack.
His home run in the bottom of
the ninth inning of the series’
finale provided a dramatic exclamation point to his efforts.
"It feels good," Lopez said. "I’m
glad that we are starting to come
along."
Lopez, one of the team’s four
captains this season, has had the
ability to come through with big
hits all season, teammate Kevin
Frandsen said.
"He’s been deserving more
than once," Frandsen said. "He
earned it from what he did
against Nevada."

Don’t mess with Texas
In a rain -shortened WAC
series in late February against
Texas Christian University, the
Spartans and Horned Frogs split

Lilly Nominated

the two games played at Municipal Stadium.
The game that was washed out
is scheduled to be made up when
SJSU travels to Fort Worth to take
on the Horned Frogs in a fourgame series beginning Friday.
TCU is currently 17-9 in conference, second to Rice University, and 27-19 overall. SJSU is
currently fourth in the conference
with a 11-10 conference record
and 24-17-1 overall.
Spartan head coach Sam
Piraro has said the team will
need to finish in the top three
spots in the conference in order to
earn a spot in the National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament.
"This is the route we have to

go through," Piraro said. "We
have to compete every ballgame."

Welcome to Fresno
Before a doubleheader against
Fresno State University on April
7 at the SJSU field, SJSU softball
head coach Dee Dee Enabenter
said the Bulldogs are where the
Spartans want to be on top of
the WAC standings.
Fresno State leads the conference with an 8-3 mark and a 3317 record overall. The Spartans
are three and a half games
behind with a 5-7 WAC record
and 26-33 overall.
SJSU is scheduled to take on
the Bulldogs on Saturday in Fresno.

Second baseman Dianna Lilly
is a nominee for the 2001 Verizon
Academic All-American Softball
All -District team.
Nominees are selected by a
vote of the 1,800-member College
Sports Information Directors of
America.
To be eligible, athletes must
be varsity starters or key reserve
players who have maintained a
cumulative GPA of at least 3.20.
The junior business major is
not only a two-time SJSU scholar
athlete, she was also selected to
the All-WAC academic squad last
year.
"She is a very hard worker,"
Enabenter said. "A great competitor in the classroom."
Enabenter gave credit not only
to Lilly for her nomination. She
also cited the academic support
group that helps student-athletes
maintain their eligibility.
"You don’t see it often,"
Enabenter said. "They’ve done a
great job."

MISSED THE SCORE?
TO READ IT AGAIN?
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MILWAUKEE iA1’,
Milwaukee Bucks wouldn’t be
bullied.
Fired up by a flagrant foul
from Andrew DeClercq, Ray
Allen scored a personal playoffbest 27 points as the Bucks beat
Orlando 103-96 Wednesday
night and took a 2-0 lead in their
best-of-five series.
Tracy McGrady scored 35
points, but just five in the fourth
quarter as the Magic lost for the
1 lth straight time to Milwaukee.
Sam Cassell added 26 points
for the Bucks.
Allen was 11 -of-13 from the
foul line and Cassell made all
nine of his free throws.
The Bucks’ "Big Three"
Allen, Cassell and Glenn Robincombined for 67 points.
son
The Bucks led 82-77 entering
the fourth quarter and never
trailed despite scoring just one

point until Lindsey Hunter’s 3pointer over McGrady with 7:53
remaining.
The Magic immediately took
heed to coach Doc Rivers’ challenge to be more physical as
DeClercq picked up a flagrant
foul for hammering Allen just
1:15 after tipoff.
Allen was assessed a technical foul after jumping up and
getting into DeClercq’s face.
Charles Outlaw scored 17
points, Mike Miller had 11 and
Darrell Armstrong and Pat Garrity each added 10.
Jason Caffey scored a career
playoff-high 13 points for Milwaukee, and Ervin Johnson,
shut out on the offensive end,
had 13 rebounds.
The Bucks had a 53-41 edge
on the glass Wednesday night,
including 10 from a surprising
player Allen, who also led the
Bucks with seven assists.

Kings blow out Suns
SACRAMENTO, Calif. 1A1’
This time, the fans in Arco Arena
had everything to shout about.
With the league’s most potent
offense in devastating form, Peja
Stojakovic scored 22 points and
Jason Williams had 18 as the
Sacramento Kings evened their
first-round playoff series with a
116-90 victory over the Phoenix
Suns on Wednesday night in
Game 2.
Led by inspired play from

point guards Williams and Bobby
Jackson, who made his first six
shots and finished with 16
points, the Kings jumped to a 22point first-half lead and never let
up on the way to the franchise’s
biggest playoff victory since April
7, 1951.
The Kings didn’t even need
much help from Chris Webber,
who still had 16 points, nine
rebounds and five assists.
Game 3 is Sunday in Phoenix.
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Tall, Green and Gruesome
DreamWorks’ computer-animated
movie breaks away from tradition
By ’Filfani Attalla
1)1111 ‘,T

DreamWorks’ new animated flick "Shrek"
is an unconventional fairy tale with a hero
that is an ugly green ogre with a huge belly,
small legs, big feet and tubelike ears that jut
out the sides of’ his head.

VI

W

This deft and hilarious animated (Pacific
Data Images) movie pokes fun at other fairy
tales that include "’The Three Little Pigs,"
"Little Red Riding Hood," "Cinderella" and
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs," which
helps set this movie apart filial the standard
animated fare offered by Disney.
But, at the heart of this laugh-a-mitiute
onslaught are Shrek, the ogre, voiced by
Mike Myers with a Scottish accent and
Princess Mena, brought to life by Cameron
Diaz.
The plot of the movie is this Lord Far
gonad (John Litligow ) ran become king only
if he marries a princess.
His three choices are Princess Fiona, Cinderella and Snow White.
Lord Farquatid has his eye on Princess
Fiona and enlists the help of Shrek to save
her from a dragon who has her locked up.
But the loveable gi Pen ogre has an agenda of his own: to get rid of the many fairy
tale characters that are living near him.
And before Shrek goes off on his crusade
to save Princess Fiona, he reluctantly
befriends the motoi mouthed, bucktoothed
burro named Donkey (Eddie Murphy).
The two outcasts then team up and bust
into the castle to save Princess Fiona.
l’he beautiful princess, with fiery red
hair and shinimering blue eyes, of course
wants a kiss from her knight in shining
armor.
Shrek grabs Princess Fiona In, the arm
instead of delivering that fated kiss and
drags her out of the burning castle to safety.
And of course, if F’rincess Fiona can’t
receive a kiss froni her hero. she at least
wants to see %vb. is hiding behind the metal
helmet.

Shrek doesn’t want Princess Fiona to see
his slime-green face. Finally, Shrek reveals
his face, and it’s not the Prince Charming
Princess Fiona expected.
In sotnewhat predictable fashion, however, Princess Fiona and Shrek fall for each
other.
Princess Fiona overhears a conversation
between Shrek and Donkey during which
the ogre reveals to his sidekick that he
wants nothing more than to be accepted by
a society that fears him.
Princess Fiona, however, has a secret of
her own, which Shrek is not aware of
During their journey to Lord Farquaad,
Princess Fiona kicks butt "Matrix"-style
when Robin Hood and his cronies try to
"rescue" Princess Fiona from the goodhearted Shrek.
She does back -flips and karate kicks and
beats the enemies’ behinds without the help
of Shrek or Donkey
Obviously. she’s not the average damsel
in distress.
In fact. she enjoys shish-kebabbed rats
roasted by Shrek, and she burps like a guy.
And she makes animal balloons from real
animals. She’s not some hapless princess
waiting to be rescued.
Princess Fiona and Shrek have a lot
more in common than meets the eye in a
secret that is later revealed.
But before happily ever after occurs,
Fiona and Shrek get into a tiff.
Princess Fiona, who initially doesn’t
want to marry) the snooty Farquaad, suddenly wants to speed up the marriage
process.
This unconventional yarn, however. isn’t
entirely about "happily ever after" and abiding by the traditional fininula set by Disney.
Instead, this film is about breaking the
rules.
There isn’t sappy orchestra music blar
ing in the background.
There aren’t annoying happy-go-lucky
characters.
And there isn’t a handsome dashing
prince ready to save the needy princess.
Instead, rockers Smash Mouth and Life house rough up the soundtrack a bit, smartmouthed characters spice up the movie and
an ugly misfit loner saves the day.
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Above, left to
right, Donkey
(Eddie Murphy), Shrek
(Mike Myers),
Princess Fiona
(Cameron Diaz)
and Lord Farquaad (John Lithgow) in Dream Works Pictures’
"Shrek."
Left, Princess
Fiona (Cameron
Diaz), has a
secret she is
keeping from the
ogre Shrek (Mike
Myers) in Dream Works Pictures’
"Shrek."
Pholos courtesy of
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Local band Electromotive’s debut disappointing
By Nlinal
oi
Who would’ve thought that
Chris Cornell, of the now defunct Soundgarden, ur the
are-they -a -Christian -band -ornot Creed would find their way
to San Jose?
Of course. not in the literal
sense.
But Electromotive, San Jose’s
new hard -rock quartet. creates
sounds very reminiscent of these
popular artists combined.
The hand’s first release. (midi)
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up by three iit the original band
members. is a self-titled album
arid a six -scoop serving infused
with thick guitar riffs, raucous
drums and bitter, tortured
lytics.
While a couple songs from
"Electroinotive" sound promising enough to break into mainstream radio, the rest of the four
tracks are an overdose of angry
and desperate melodies that are
hound drown the Sallie type

of music that is so prevalent
today.
And it’s after the first two
tracks that the album starts to
go downhill.
Vocalist Ron Wright, in his
Cornell-esque voice, cries out
the lyrics "That feeling grows /
Deeper and deeper as it goes /
I’m drowning here / Save me /
Breathe / Cry," and words that
often repeat throughout the fifth
track, "Breath."
From this, listeners will soon
discover that the song - and the
album in general lacks in vari-

ety.
MI tit,
"Control," the final
album, is a grim song that possesses some intense lyrics about
a woman losing herself, and her
control, to a man.
Unfortunately, the lyrics
become muddled and barely
comprehensible when paired
with the clamor err - - music
that bassist Aaron Leigh and
drummer Alex Friedrich produce.
Yet, the San Joseans. who
have been together for about two
years, do offer tracks that are

Take a study break to find out about California’s
premier International MBA program at the
Monterey Institute of International Studies.

INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, May 2, 2001, 7:30 - 9:00 p.m
San Jose State University International House
360 South 11th St., San Jose
RSVP by Friday, April 27 to
christy.gibson@miis.edu or (831) 647-6586
Scholarships still available for Fall 2001
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worth a listen.
"Daffodils fade as the waters
run dry / as I dance with the
shadows in the yellow sunlight /
.. Remembering faith and
remembering why / I remember
your face and forgive you your
lies" are lyrics from "Lavender," a
song that proves the members of
Electromotive have the capacity
to be poets as well as musicians.
Following is track No. 2,
"Crashing Down." which mirrors
the gloomy sentiments of the
entire album.
Nevertheless, compared to the

other tracks, "Crashing Down" is
more convincing at expressing
the sorrow of a love now lost:
"Did I have it all? / Did I throw it
away / from taking it much too
fast? / Will I fall apart, if I lose it
again?"
Electromotive can learn
something from its first release.
Although it isn’t a complete
failure, the album reveals that
the band members have yet to
transcend their talents into
fresh music if it aims for popularity in music’s competitive
industry.

ENGINEERING
GRAD PROGRAM
RECENT GRADUATES
Winter 2000 & Spring 2001

Assitant Engineer I (Civil)
You must submit a District Application
and resume by the Final Filing Date of
May 2, 2001 by 5:00pm.
Contact us for a district application:
408/265-2607 x2085
www.scvwd.dst.ca.us
www.heynoah.com
5750 Almaden Expressway
San Jose, CA 95118
If you are interested in our
Internships and temporary opportunities.
please fax or e-mail your resume to:
Terearau@vwd.dst.ca.us
Fax (408) 979-1220
For our regular full-time positions, please visit our
websttes or call our hotline listed above.

Santa Clara Valley Water District
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JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAILY

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The ciassified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
HELP WANTED! IF YOU ENJOY
eating ice cream & drinking
coffee and getting paid for it,
Freddie’s Ice Cream and
Desserts is the place for you!
Freddie’s is located on the corner
E. San Carlos St. and S. 11th
St. at 505 E San Carlos St.
Freddie is looking for qualified
people to smile, scoop, brew,
create and on occasion, when
no one else is looking, lick!
Freddie’s is a great part-time
job, with flexible hours, a great
manager, & a fun atmosphere. If
you are interested in working
here, pick up an application at the
stpre. If you have questions e-mail
us at Freddieiec@earthlink.net.
HOTEL DE ANZA JOBS
AM/PM BelIman-494-4726. Part/
FT AM Reservationist-494-4739.
CITY YEAR - AmeriCorps program engaging 17 - 24 year olds
for a demanding year of full-time
community service & leadership
development. Serve children
and youth as tutors & mentors.
Lead children into service.
$230/week stipend + $4,725
AmeriCorps scholarship after
10 months. College credit available. Starts August 28, 2001.
Part-time and workstudy jobs
also available. Stop by our
office at 116 Paseo de San
Antonio between 3rd and 4th or
Emal siadmissionsecityyearorg
408-294-3041, www.cityyear.org.
METEOROLOGIST: Full-time
position: Weathernews, an
international weather information provider, is seeking a highly
motivated & energetic individual
to join their team in Chico, CA.
The successful candidate will
work in the weather forecasting
division. Job responsibilities
include issuing weather forecasts to clients locally. nationally and internationally. A BS
degree in Meteorology, Physical
Science or 3+ years experience
required. Send resume to:
Weathernews, 568 Manzanita
Ave., #1, Chico, CA 95926 or
e-mail: wnichico wni.com
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA
Probation Department - Group
Counselors needed, Full or
Part-time, all shifts available.
Starting at $17.44/hr. Call 408278-5850 for more info and an
appointnient For details & other
Probation Dept jobs, visit our
website at claraweb.co.santaclara.casus/probation/index.htm
YOUTH MINISTER. First United
Methodist Church of Campbell.
Youth Leader has responsibility
for the church’s ministry to &
with middle school & senior high
youth. Working with the Director
of Christian Education & volunteers, the Youth Leader will plan,
implement & evaluate a youth
program of study, fellowship,
worship & service. helping youth
to deepen in faith and understanding as they develop leadership & other life skills It is a
3/4 time position with potential
for full time. Submit resume to
FUMCCampbell0 juno.com,
subject: Youth Leader Opening
COUNSELORS-Fulltime and
Parntime positions available in
girts & boys group home facilifies.
Flexible hours Tu-Sat evenings
and mornings. Paid internship
opportunities are available for
student studying Social Work,
Psychology and/or Criminal
Justice. Paid training. Must be
21, 60 completed college units.
clean DMV record, and criminal
check required. $9.50-10.50/hr,
DOE Call 408-281-4268 for
appointment or fax resumes to
408-281-4288.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
PARTY RENTAL BUSINESS.
Perfect for Students!
EARN $250 PER WEEKEND!
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
SUPERIOR COURT ASST. Flex
hours $12 00/hr . units avail for
Admin Justice Good work habits
a mustl Call Kelly @ 299-2931
NOW HIRING FT 8 PT. Boaters
World. Competitive salary, great
benefits Contact Tom Nelson
408-260-9020
FRATERNMES SORORITIES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1.000-$2.000
this semester, with the easy
Campusfundraisercom
three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly.
so cad today! Contact
Campusfundraisercom at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusf undraiser. com
$1500 Weekly Potential
mailing our circulars. Free
information Call 202-452-5901
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchand I a.
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ENERGETIC & ENTHUSIASTIC
For PartTime and
Tutor/Mentor/Friend wanted to Full -Time Positions, call
engage gifted child (5 yrs) in HALLMARK PERSONNEL
creative play & projects. Bkgmd
Fast placement. no fees
in Child Dev, Music, Teacher Ed Office jobs in local companies
a plus. Flexible hrs. $12-$15/hr. Students/grads/career change
666-5816 or 666-0510. Email. TempfTemp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
VRJ96 hotmail.com
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone: (650) 320-9698
PART-TIME POSMON open for
Fax: (650) 320-9688
Assistant Office Administrator www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
for NetChip Technology located
in Mountain View, CA. Salary: AvantSoft, Inc. San Jose
$14/hour. If interested, please needs EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT.
send cover letter & resume to Required skills: Excellent Engjobsenetchip.com. http://www. lish, Windows NT, Microsoft
NetChip.com.
Office, browsers, typing speed.
Desirable: Install hardware,
CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES website updates. Flexible 25
Immediate positions available. hrs/week. Fax: 408-351-8917
in busy year-round swimming Email: jobs avantsoft.com.
school. AM, PM, Weekdays,
Saturdays. Summer only posi- ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
tions also available. Must have
Friendly, Alert, Considerate
strong computer skills and an
We Train. Student Friendly.
excellent telephone personality.
All Shifts. Graveyard Bonus
Complimentary athletic club
408-247-4827
membership included. Apply at
AVAC Swim SCh001, 5400 GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Camden Ave. San Jose, 95124. help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
(408) 445-4918
Now interviewing!! Call today! Must be reliable. honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work working w/ dogs, but will train.
w/ children w/ autism. competi- Great oppty for dog lover. Can
tive pay, flex hrs. Psy, Ed, OT, FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields. Call 371-9115.
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
$35485/HR! Wear costume 0 Local valet company in search
events 4 kids, Seal+ SE FUN! Must of enthusiastic and energetic
have car, be avail %Mods. No exp individuals to work at nearby
req’d. WM train. Cal 831-457-8166. malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
BICYCLE MESSENGER
around your busy school
Part-time, Flexible hours.
schedule. Must have clean
Great for Students!
DMV. Lots of fun & earn $8-$15
Serving Downtown San Jose. per hour. Call 867-7275.
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
TELEMARKETING part/full-tirne Located in San Jose, we are a
Newspaper subscnptions. Hourly
growing community based
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. nonprofit established in 1973.
5 blocks from SJSU, near It. rail. As a multi service agency. our
Media Promotions, 408/494-0200.
diverse services include
language & culturally-proficient
COUNSELORS Gang Prevention mental health services, senior
and After School Program Staff.
services, youth services,
PfT Positions. 10-25 hours a
a primary care health clinic
week $12-$15/hour. Call 408and a domestic violence
287-4170 ext 251 for more info prevention/education program.
and app. Or Fax resume to 408- We are hiring for the following
287-8025 Attn: Dept WS. See
FT/ PT positions:
www.girlscountsofscc.org for Mental Health Counselors:
details & other Girl Scout jobs.
Provide direct mental health
AA/EOE
rehabilitiation services to
agency’s clients.
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
Requirements: BA/MA in
HOPE Rehabilitation Services behavioral sciences or related
a non-profit agency which offers
field, fluent in vietnamese
a vanety of quality services for
a plus.
adults who have developmental
Youth Counselors:
disabilities. has P/T & F/T Provide counseling assistance
employment opportunities.
to youths. Requirements:
If you are interested in being BA/BS is behavioral sciences
a roommate to a developmenor equivalent experience.
tally disabled individual in Family Advocates Domestic
exchange for rent; or assisting
Violence Program:
someone during the week with
Provide counseling and
daily living skills such as groguidance at emergency
cery shopping ($10/hr) call
shelter for battered women.
Lynne at 408/282-0415.
Requirements: BA/BS in
If you would like information
behavioral sciences or
about the FT, benefitted posiequivalent experience.
tions of job coach and instructor Volunteers Always Needed!
(day program or work activity)
Send resumes to:
or PT substitute positions in
AAC I
various programs ($9/hr) call
Human Resources
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
We have flexibility to work
San Jose, CA 95128
around a student schedule for
Fax: (408) 975-2745
the PT work & are located close
rolandacupido@aactorg
to SJSU. Our FT positions come
with excellent benefits. This is a
CALIFORNIA
good opportunity to get practical
CAFE
experience in the field & work
Now Hiring
with a great group of clients &
Foodservers!
staff. All majors welcome EOEJAA
Lunch & Dinner
Busy locations
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
Excellent income
BE AN EGG DONOR
Great benefits
Family Fertility Center
Fax resume to
is seeking bright, responsible,
408.296.2005 (attn RJM)
non-smoking women ages 21-30
or apply in person
with good medical history.
M -F, 9am-5pm at
Generous compensation.
CALIFORNIA CAFE
1-800-939-6886
Valley Fair
Westfield Shoppingtown
CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring
408.296.2233
for Servers, Bartenders. Bussers
www.calcafe.com
Hosts No expenence necessary
Apply 0 Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
Mon -Fn or call 408-260-1100
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
MET PAID For Your Opinional$ neat in appearance with good
Earn $15-$125 & more per survey! customer service skills. Must be
www.money4opinions com
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL. Immediate
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
opening & flexible schedules
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No expenence available. Earn $7-$8/1u. + tips.
Please call 408-364-0240.
necessary. Over 21. HS grad. Golden Gate
Valet.
Work when you want Pay
negotiable. 408-971-0244.

FACILITATORS After -School
Outreach Facilitators needed to
work %Nab 7th & 8th grade students in E. Palo Alto. Facilitators
will promote and teach life skills
and attitudes to youths that will
lead them towards adult lives
that are healthy and productive.
excellent opportunity for individuals whose career interests lie
with working to help at -risk
youth and adolescent children.
Must be 21 & have dependable
transportation. Hours: Monday Thursday 3pm-6pm, $15 p/h.
Call Jesse at 408-281-4268 x 106
or fax resume to 408-281-4288,
ref #YAL.

SUMMER DAY CAMP Positions.
FT, $10-$13 per hour Work with
at-risk girls in East San Jose.
Send resume to GM Scouts of
Santa Clara County, Attn
Rainbow, 1310 S. Bascom Ave
San Jose, CA 95128 or email
personnel 0 girlscoutsofscc.org
or tax to 408-287-4025.
SUMMER CAMP Counselors
Directors Southwest YMCA
in Saratoga is hiring for the
summer. Excellent benefits, call
408-608-6833.

SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring
warm, caring teachers for yearround swimming lessons in our
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor
facility. Experience a plus. No
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
experience? We will train you.
Flex hours. Will train
Choose your hours - as few as 4
408-768-0566
or as many as 40 hours/week.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS Morning, afternoon, evening &
PART-TIME WORK w/ flex hours Saturday positions available.
Part-time or full-time in summer.
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
Internships possible
Club, 5400 Camden Ave., SJ All majors may apply
(408) 445-4913.
Scholarships awarded annually
WATER FITNESS
Some conditions apply
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED.
Start at 15.00 base - appt.
FT/PT Hours Available
50 new openings to fill in
6am-8pm, Monday-Friday
customer sales/service
Call EasterSeals
No experience necessary
408-295-0228.
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
CASTILLEJA
SCHOOL
Call 615-1500
11am -4pm
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu Summer Camp for Girls, Palo Alto.
Camp Counselors Needed!
Come have a summer of FUN
ACUFACTS SECURITY
and SUNSHINE! Great pay, food
Great for Students!
and colleagues. Call Nancy
Apply Online!
Nagrarnada
650-328-3160009.
FfT & P/T.
nancy_nagramada castilleja.org
Top Pay / Benefits
or visit www.castilleja.org.
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880.
www.acufactscom
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Leader, $11.37 hour starting.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
Rewarding job for someone
Up to $600/month
who enjoys working with youth.
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 19-40 years old Here’s your opportunity to make
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty a difference in a child’s life.
Seeking candidates w/leaderContact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900. M-F, 8-4:30 ship,organization and problem
solving skills to implement
P/T ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT exciting after school programs.
WANTED! The Student Union, Hours are M-F afternoons and
Inc. is seeking a qualified per- Sat. momings. Candidates must
son to work in our accounting have a high school diploma or
department. The candidate must equiv. & pass a background
have a variety of basic account- check before starting their work
ing skills such as: 10 key assignment. For more inforrnaadding, spreadsheet develop- tion contact the Hiring Unit at
ment, and word processing. 408-979-7826 or download at
Must have a minimum of two www.cl.san-jose.ca.us/
experience
utilizing hum res/jobs/rl.htm.
years
accounting pnncipals. Beginning
pay is $15 an hour. Applications NOW HIRING RECREATION
are available in the Student Leaders $9-$11/hr, flex hours,
Union Administration Office weekdays. Work with children in
located on the 3rd floor of the the Los Gatos - Saratoga Area.
Student Union Building. Our Contact Damon 408-354-8700
office hours are 9-5 and we’re
LOVE KIDS-LIKE TO SWIM?
open through lunch
Now hiring caring teachers.
Experience a +. No expenence?
We will train you! Year-round
swim lessons in brand new
indoor teaching facility. AM. PM.
Weekday & Saturday positions
available. Summer only positions
SUMMER CAMP
also available. Complimentary
DIRECTORS & LEADERS
would you like to visit various athletic dub membership induded.
attractions this summer and Apply at AVAC Swim School.
make money doing it? Then the 5400 Camden Ave SJ 95124
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley 408-445-4918 CALL TODAY!!!
is for you! We are looking for Now Intervrewing!!!
energetic, fun. friendly, outgoing
individuals to lead our day camp UFEGUARDS / Swim Intdructors
programs as well as specialty No experience necessary. Will
camps. Must be 18 years of train. Flexible hours. FT/PT.
age, enjoy working with kids, Fun work environment. Close to
have lots of energy and be a SJSU. (408) 298-1717 x 34.
good leader. Benefits include:
making new friends, excellent ACTIVITY AIDES WANTED
resume resource, be a leader to for Friday Evening Recreational
youth, have lots of fun. Training Respite Program for Children
with Special Needs.
is provided. Call 408-869-1010.
Call Easter Seals
Fax 408-351-6477 01 email
408-295-0228
for
ymcajob scvymca.org
more information.
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
Instructors needed
AQUATIC STAFF NEEDED
We will train
If you enjoy being around the
Call YMCA 0 370-1877x18
water and want to be paid for it,
then the YMCA of Santa Clara
Valley has the job for you! We
will train you to lifeguard anclior
instruct swim lessons. We have
indoor and outdoor pools. Some
advantages of the YMCA are
flexible hours. competitive salary DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
and great benefits. we have run- school seeks responsible inclitime & part-time positions open viduals for extended daycare.
You must be at least 16 years of VT in the afternoon No ECE
age, enjoy working with people. units required Previous experiand have the desire to give back ence with children preferred
to the community. There are 8 Please call 244-1968 X 16
locations in the Santa Clara Valley
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
to choose from so Call 408Preschool and School Age
869-1010, Fax 408-351-6477 or
FT
Email YMCAJOB0scvymca.org Teachers and Aides. PT &
with
excellent benefits Flexible
TRAINING PROVIDED
& fun environment! Please call
Tina 0 370-1877 x 29.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL, RATES

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant.
Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. FfT & KT positions
available. Substitute positions
are also available that offer
flexible hours. ECE units are
required for Teacher positions
but not req. for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please
call Cathy for an interview at
408.244-1968 or fax resume to
408-248-7350.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is
hinng P/T Teachers & Assistants.
2-6pm, M-F and a FrT Director
DIRECTOR Hi: 15 ECE units
with four years of experience or
BA in Child Development with
one year of experience
TEACHER PIT: 6 9 ECE units
ASSISTANTS P/T: No experience necessary, Soc . Rec , or
Psych units OK
Please call Maria Hernandez
at 408-379-3200 x 21
DIRECTOR FOR KIDS PARK,
a quality recreation program
serving
2-12
year
olds
Responsibilities include program implementation, daily
operations & staff development.
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
meet State of CA Title 22
Regulations Flexible schedule
days. eves. weekends. Team
environment Benefits avail. FAX
resume to 408-260-7366 Email
kidspark kidspark -centers.com
or call for interview 408-260-7929.

WANTED
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$PAIDS$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Natural Guaranteed
Call (408) 793-5256

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL

4N-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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PIIN: 408-924-3277

TEACHER: Estrella Family
Services (formerly Gardner
Children’s Center) near downtown S.J Full & part-lime teacher
& aides to work with preschool
or school age children. ECE/CD NANNY, homework help 2 children
units and experience preferred. 6 & 9 Fall 2001, 10-15 hrs/wk
(occasional sumrner) Great rate
Call 408-998-1343. EOE .s
VVillow Glen Experience,
car required, good DMV Call
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Barbara
408-536-4633
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
$9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School
CHILD
CARE/NANNY
PT & FT
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
& application. Immediate Need. Established Los Gatos agency
seeks warm, caring students
for part and full time
erEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
nanny positions.
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools
We
list only the best jobs!
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for teaching exp. Hours flexible around school
from 15 hrs / wk +
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
$14-$18/HR
ext. 408. EOE/AAE
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a
www.spnannies com
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
TOWN
& COUNTRY Resources
leading art, games and group
activities. FLEX HOURS, days, is a nanny placement agency
eves. weekends. PTIFT. Team looking for students who want to
environment. Benefits available, be a nanny. We have many
ECE units preferred. FAX types of positions available.
resume to 408-260-7366. Email Part-time & full-time afternoon
kidspark kidspark-centers.com, positions: $15-$20/hour. *2-3 full
or call for interview 408-260-7929. days per week: $300 - $600/
week. *Part-time mornings: $15WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY $20/hr. Fulttme off by 5 pm:
Up to $3500/month. Part-time
AND
& full-time summer positions.
LOVE CHILDREN ??
South Bay, PeninsuLa. & East f3ay.
TOP PAY!
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Immediate perm/temp positions
as Teachers or Assistants at Call Town & Country Resources
ECE & After School Programs. 1-888-772-3999 www tandcr.com
(408) 287-3222
YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Assist.
Directors. Teachers, Aides, and
Elementary After-School Recreation Leaders for our After
School Enrichment Centers.
Programs located throughout San
Jose. Cupertino, Santa Clara,
Los Gatos, Saratoga, Campbell,
Evergreen, Milpitas & Benyessa.
Full & Part-Time positions available
hours flexible around
school. Fun staff teams. great
experience in working with chitdren, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
require minimum 6 units in ECE,
Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
Ed 8Jor other related fields. For
more information & locations
YPACA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Email: YMCAjo bitscvyrrica.org
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TRAVEL
FLY 4STANDEIY...FLY 4 CHEAPI
Hawaii $139 o/w
Europe $249 o/w (+tax)
4standhy nom or 800-397-1098

WQRD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Term Papers,
Group Projects, etc.
All formats. including APA.
Experienced. Dependable.
Quick Retum.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

SHARED HOUSING
WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
Find Rooms & Roommates Online
N1 Roommate Matching Service
FREE to search 100’s ads!
FREE to place your ADI

RENTAL HOUSING
QUIET SPOTLESS 2BR. $1400
+ dep. Lndry, pricng. No pets. 2
people only. 408-559-1356 days.
SPACIOUS 1 8, 2 BDRM APTS.
Live in luxury & walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna. full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included, central A/C
Slop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So 4th St. 408-279-3639

YOUR PERSONALITY
determines your happiness.
Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463
ADDR.COM
for your free personality test
Leading Web Hosting and Web
Design Company
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
Immediate Account Activation
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
year. Save 30% - 60*/«. For info
Sales Oaddrcom
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com

SERVICES

INSURANCE

LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
International Driver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
Call for Free Quotes
408-272-0312
pnninsur @aol.com
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY

HEALTH / BEAUTY
IN PAIN? CAR ACCIDENT
Sport Injury, Work Injury
Chiropractic Health Care
Ask Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
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Governs
Chat slang
Stuns
Dry gully
Important tome
"Maior Barbara"
playwright
Oysters’
treasures
Baronet’s title
Rose or Seeger
Not easily
irritated
Pine product
Sushi -bar choice
Movie part
Loretta’s co-star
TV addon
Mobster’s piece
Street performer
Director Brooks
45 or 78
Oklahoma town
Wood chopper
After-hrs bank
"Yes. Claire"
"- a Reber
Alphabet ender
Hot dog topping
Type of vase
Ref’s kin
On the briny
Reel
"Leaving - Jet
Plane’
Starts the kitty
Bidding place
Naughty kid
Zodiac sign
Some drapes
Perry’s creator
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Solitary one
No-hitter Nolan
Elev
Take for
granted
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Ice-T’s music
Before. to a
poet
"Sliver’ author
Levin
Stuffing oneself
with food
Drip-dry matenal
Fair
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Historian
Durant
Friendly
Appearance
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Avoid capture
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Ad Rates: 3-iine minimum
Two
Three
Four
One
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
$11

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
Emouuto_DISCSHINIC
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 « consecutive issues receive 25% off.
Local rates spply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Name

Please check

Addrest

one classification:

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Phone
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Volunteers
San Jose State University
For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Autos For Sale
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
Electronics
Deadline’ 10:00 a m two weekdays before publication.
Wanted
All ads are prepaid. III No refunds on canceled ads.
Employment
III Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
Cny

stew

OUESTIONS? CALL (408)

Zip cods
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’
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_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
__Health/Beauty
_Sports/Thnlls
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutoring
_Word Processing

924-3277
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Buy

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses,
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
Lost II Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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BUDGET: New plan calls for monthly stipends for executive officers to decrease

I got it...

continued from Page
tling trying to make money."
Davila said the term, "maintain
their current level of funding" is
abstract, and the board interprets
it to mean maintaining the same
level as in 1998, when the measure
was passed.
"Otherwise, you’re going to get
this student organization fund
that balloons to this ridiculous
number," he said.
Casas said the lack of money
results in student organizations
feuding for funds.
"They’re making organizations
fight with each other," he said.
’They’re making us fight against
ourselves for crumbs."
Casas and Rieken said they are
also concerned about what they
call an extra $54,000 in Davila’s
recommended allotment for the
new computer labs, which were
voted for with Measure P last
year.
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"They took $54,000 out of student organizations and put it in
lab fees, and we don’t even have
the labs yet," Rieken said.
Davila said the extra $54,000 is
leftover money from last year’s
operating budget.
He said he put the money into
the computer lab account because
it will require more money than
originally planned.
"I put it into that account
because I knew we were going to
need it," Davila said.
Casas and Rieken said if there
was money left from last year, it
should have gone to student organizations.
The new budget mandates that
the monthly stipend for A.S. president be decreased from $1,000 to
$250 and monthly stipends for vice
president be decreased from $700
to $250.
Davila, whose monthly stipends
were $700 when he came into office
in 1999, voted to approve an

increase the same year, which
resulted in a $1,000 monthly
stipend for president.
"A lot of the amendments and
changes are personal attacks on
incoming board members," Rieken
said. "They wouldn’t have been
made if other parties would’ve
been elected. They’re blatantly personal attacks."
Casas and Rieken said, according to A.S. rules, the new budget
should have been submitted by the
president no later than the first
week of March, which would have
been before A.S. elections.
Davila denied waiting until
after elections to submit the budget.
"It’s never been done by the first
week in March," he said. "We never
start the process until late March early April."
Davila also said the stipend
cuts were not politically motivated.
"I did it more for budgetary
matters," he said. "I did it for two

reasons. One, to save money, and
two, to get that debate out there.
Some people that were part of the
side that said executives should
have the same as board members
are the ones that are complaining."
Akbar Shetty, vice-president
elect, who is a member of the same
party as Davila, the Spartan Party,
said he doesn’t mind the decreased
stipend.
"I think that’s more of the
money going to students," Shetty
said. "I feel great about it. I’d pretty much do it for free. There’s no
need for the executives to be making more money than the board
niembers, because they put in the
same amount of time."
Rieken said she wishes students’ needs would be taken into
account more.
"There’s people’s personal agendas throughout this," she said. "It’s
not being done with the best interests of students. We need to think
of what’s best for students."
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KIZER: Event scheduled to be held at 7 p.m. today in Morris Dailey Auditorium
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Mike Wendel lunges for a Frisbee on Tower Lawn. Wendel
was spending some free time before his Ethnicity in American
Literature class Wednesday.

LUBIN: A.S. passes resolution about
Israeli/Palestine conflict unanimously
continued from Page I
Lubin’s unusual background
would lend perspective to the
audience of about 25 people.
"She’s an Israeli Jew," Hijazi
said. "(She can) show people it’s
not a religious issue. It’s a human
rights issue."
Lubin called a recent resolution
proposed to the Associated Students by the Muslim Students
Association "too weak" for her
taste.
The document, which was
unanimously approved later
Wednesday afternoon by A.S., promoted informational rallies and
condemned San Jose State University’s funding of businesses
that support Israel.
"It’s so mild it’s pathetic," she
said. "But it’s a good first step."
Lubin explained in her speech
that Israel is getting millions of
dollars in U.S. aid, and that students should protest that injustice.
"We live here in the belly of the
beast. The real battle is here in the
U.S. It’s up to us to try and stop
that funding," Lubin said. "Israel
gets away with murder - literally."
Leya Babchin, a student intern
at Hillel of Silicon Valley, said she
thinks Palestinians also get away
with murder.
"Israel only reacts defensively.
to the acts of violence," said
Babchin in a telephone interview.
"What about the Jewish kids that
are dying as well?"
Lubin added, however, that the
conflict in Israel is not about Jews
or Muslims.
"Killing people ... it doesn’t
matter if they’re Muslim, Christian or whatever," she said.
A more important issue, according to Lubin, is Israel’s violation of
the Geneva Convention law by
using weapons against unarmed
civilians and physicians.
"It appears Israel is held to a
different standard than the rest of
the world," Lubin said.
Shawn Nguyen said he went to
the teach -in by way of a friend’s
recommendation.
The senior marketing major
said he was impressed by Lubin’s
experience and that he learned a
lot about the conflict.
"I’m shocked, knowing all the
unfairness going on between the
Jews and Palestinians," he said.
Youssef Bouhouch, a freshman
majoring in management informa-

"We live here in the
belly of the beast.
The real battle is
here in the U.S. It’s
up to us to try and
stop that funding.
Israel gets away with
murder - literally."
Barbara Lubin
tion systems, said he feels that the
conflict doesn’t involve tvo equal
sides.
"One strong side (Israel) is
beating one weak side IPalestinians)," Bouhouch said. "There’s no
two sides."
Babchin. a freshman majoring
in marketing at SJSU, disagreed
and said there are always at least
two sides to an issue.
"Sometimes, there’s 15 sides,"
she said.
Bouhouch explained the conflict as a common sense issue.
describing a Reuters photo of
Palestinian children as evidence.
"There is a small child with a
stone and an Israeli with a tank.
Where’s the war?" he asked,
regarding the photo, which was
taken last year in the Gaza strip.
Babchin answered Bouhouch’s
question, explaining that phot),
are often used as propaganda.
"The war is with the Palestinians with guns who are right
behind the kids with the stones,"
Babchin said. "A war is between
two people - a war is between
guns and guns.
"Both sides are killing each
other."
Lubin described the fighting
she witnessed during her travels
to the Middle East as brutal and
shocking.
"People butchered," she said.
"Women raped - by Jews."
She added that Jewish people
often consider the World War 11
holocaust to be more significant
than what is currently happening
in the Middle East.
"(Holocausts) have been happening since the beginning of
time," she said. "I’m called a selfhating Jew ... but haven’t we
learned better than to break the
arms of Palestinian children?"

in Sonoma. She was divorced, is
now remarried and has three kids.
Currently, she is a lurie professor at SJSU, a visiting professorship teaching writing workshops
and Modern American Poetry.
Kizer said she is good friends
with Rich and is looking forward
to read poetry with her.
"It’s a great privilege to read
with her," Kizer said.
For the event, Kizer said she
and Rich will introduce one another and take turns reading poems.
The event is sponsored by
SJSU’s Center for Literary Arts, a
literary-presenting organization
based in the College of Humanities and the Arts.
The center is dedicated to providing programs featuring major
contemporary poets, fiction writers, playwrights and scholars for
the purpose of celebrating the

continued from Page I
Kizer," which was scheduled for 4
p.m., has been cancelled.
There was one significant reason why Kizer developed a love for
writing.
"My mother and father read to
me - that’s the secret," she said.
Born and raised in Spokane,
Wash., Kizer said she began writing when she was about 8 years
old.
At 17, one of her poems was
published in the New Yorker magazine.
She graduated from Sarah
Lawrence College and later pursued graduate work at Columbia
and the University of Washington.
There she founded a literary
magazine, Poetry Northwest,
where she was editor for six years.
Now in her mid-70s, she lives

continued from Page I

both Vietnamese and VietnameseAmericans.
Pham said that because he was
writing a book that would divulge
family secrets, his parents would
not speak to him for a year.
After they took a trip to Vietnam, however, Pham said his parents were able to talk him openly
abouz the issues discussed in the
book.
He said that at the time his
book was sold to a publisher, he
was living on a sailboat in Redwood City
While sailing between Monterey and San Francisco Bay,
Pham was very excited at hearing
the news.
"I hit my head on the ceiling
and passed out," Pham said.
Mellora Wales, a senior creative
arts major, said she’s been friends
with Pham since he worked at the
San Jose Metro, an alternative

lack of support and family acceptance.
After the death of his 32-yearold sister, Pham said he decided to
take a yearlong trip around the
world by bicycle.
He said that from 1995 to 1996,
he bought a $200 bike and spent
$5,000 while bicycling around the
world to different countries and
his homeland, Vietnam.
After his journey Pharn decided
to sit down in the closet of his
apartment on Seventh and San
Fernando streets to write a book
about his travels.
"It took one year to travel. one
year to struggle and one year to
write," Pham said.
The book covered issues concerning Pham’s family’s secrets,
his search for cultural identity and
the legacy of the Vietnam War for

continued from Page I

engineer for Sparrow, displayed the
company’s electricity-powered car.
The electrical car was a small, oneseater about half the size of a Volkswagen Beetle.
"Electrical cars are no doubt better for the environment than gaspowered cars," Young said. "An
eight-hour charge will keep the car
running for between 40 and 60
hours."
One of the event’s unusual displays was a huge dragon made up
of all reused materials.
Gabe Zanotto, a professional
welder, put together and named the
dragon "Claude".
"It’s made up of a little wooa,
farm tools, stainless steel and
horseshoes," Zanotto said.
The jaw was controlled up and
down with a hydraulic remote.
"Claude" was about the size of a

those who can afford cars should be
driving electric cars."
Diridon mentioned that turnout
could have been more, but it
seemed like enough students
showed concern.
The Green Team and Sparrow
promoted their versions of electrical vehicles.
Green Team coordinator Irene
Morino promoted her company’s
two-door sporty version of’ the electric car.
"Our main objective is to promote our electric car, but recycling
is the simple issue ve want to
preach. It’s as simple as throwing
your glass cup in the recycling bin
instead of the regular trash bin,"
Morino said.
Donald Young, an electrical

rainera.

FOOD TO GO
Mandann & Swantan Cumin,
tuna, and Milne,
Open Daily t lined sunday

Box Lunch In Go
Caln-mg Available

"EWAN," NY
CYO WAISON

Joon+ Tomo.

THE LUZHIN

n«v=
294-3303 or 998-9427

backyard compost contest, where
the city and county work together
to collect yard and food compost
from homes and businesses in San
Jose.
"San Jose State’s Earth Day is a
good way to get environmental
issues and information out into the
community." Ulmer said.
Amy Poblete, a freshman, toured
the scene with her friends during a
break
"It is a good way to let students
get involved with city parks,"
Poblete said. "It also helps students
think more about the environment."
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large truck and seemed realistic in
shape and size. The dragon was
brown in color, but resembled a living collage.
Zanotto even had a container
with his grandfather’s ashes and
ancient weapons from Italy
attached to his dragon.
Stephanie Ulmer. a senior environmental studies major, set up a
compost exhibit. Ulmer. also an
intern fbr the city’s environniental
department, explained that the
benefit of using compost as a fertilizer is that it has no chemicals.
She promoted the city’s annual
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Chinese Cuisine

Pham’s lecture through the Vietnamese Student Association.
He said he was surprised to see
such a young Asian writer.
"This is pretty good because
there aren’t very many Vietnamese writers out there," Nguyen
said.
He was also captivated by
Pham’s discussions of "Asians
treating A.sian Americans in Asia,"
Nguyen said.
Phan: said he is currently
working on his next book, which
he hopes vrill be released next
year.
Alexander Yamato, a professor
in the social science department,
coordinated the event.
According to Yamato, this
month was designated to acknowledge the contributions of all
Asians and Pacific Islanders and
to recognize the diversity within
the Asian community.

ROW PltRCINE:

CAMERA 3 S 2nd 6 San Crolos

awards, three of which won in the
on-site competition.
Jesse Curiel, Sean Dobie, Brendan Gage, Matt Geisick, Griselda
Massana, Bonnie Phillips, Brian

weekly newspaper. as a restaurant
critic.
While listening to her friend’s
lecture, she said she learned the
importance of multiculturalism.
"Your home is where you are
not necessarily where you’re
from," Wales said. "It’s very common to go back to one’s own country and be treated differently."
Danh, a senior at SJSU, said he
noticed the same theme when he
was listening to Pham talk.
"As a person of minority. he said
it was important to go visit other
lands in order to make a discovery
experience of identity," Danh said.
Danh also said he learned the
importance of not only traveling to
one’s own homeland, but also traveling to other countries and getting a different perspective about
how one is treated.
Huey Nguyen, a senior marketing major. said he heard about

EARTH DAY: Dragon made of recyclables and electric cars main exhibits

Magazine take home sweepstakes awards
Tong, Lakesha Walker, Andy Watson and Henry Wofford took home
individual awards, while the staff
was won the rest. Update News
was also awarded the sweepstakes
award for most awards overall in
the television category.

ken, Anstandig said.
"It’s really a once-in-a-lifetime
experience seeing them read on
stage together," she said.
Paul Douglass, the English
department chair, agreed.
Douglas:: and Kizer met 15
years ago while he was teaching
in Atlanta, Douglass said.
"She gave a reading Ion campus) - she was just fantastic," he
said. "Carolyn Kizer was one of
the most important feminist poets
of the 20th century So is Adrienne
Rich."
The event is a rare opportunity
to see two inspiring poets share
their work, he said.
"They are leaders of the history
of feminists since World War II,"
Douglass said. "Missing this
would be missing an opportunity
to see history - they’re a part of
history."

PHAM: Speaker shares life, secrets, tales of bicycling around the world in book

CIPA: SJSU’s Update News, Access
continued from Page 1

finest literature of our time, said
Anstandig, who is also the center’s
director.
"Our program brings together
the SJSU campus community and
the larger multicultural communities of the area by featuring
diverse writers of extraordinary
voice and vision," Anstandig said.
As an English professor who
teaches creative writing and composition, Anstandig said she
admires both Kizer and Rich as
important poets of their time.
Both Kizer and Rich play a significant role in American poetry,
Anstandig said.
"Once you start as a young
writer, you immediately start
reading these two poets," she said.
Kizer wrote about the women’s
movement, as well as a wide
range of subject matter, during a
time when feminism was unspo-
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FRIDAY, MAY 8PM
TER AT THE EVENT
- Reserved seating only
$22.50 - SJSU Students with Tower Card
Two ticket limit per person
To purchase tickets. visit the Event Center Box Office or call (408)
S28.50
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